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Overview:

- The OLD problem of the “missing Wolf-Rayet X-ray Binaries”,
as evolution products of HMXBs with O,B donor stars / Cyg X-3

- SS433: not all HMXBs later in life go into CE-evolution: some 
spiral-in by stable Roche-lobe overflow and survive

- Condition for O,B-HMXB for avoiding CE evolution and suvive as 
WR X-ray binary: : accretor MUSTBE a BLACK HOLE

- WR X-ray binaries CAN ONLY CONTAIN BLACK HOLES

- Their later evolution products can be: close double BH binaries
(Belczynski et al. 2013; Maccarone et al. 2014, Esposito et al. 2015)



Nautsnie Informatsie 27,70T, 1973

--------------------------------------------------------



A&A 1973

Suggested: 
Cyg X-3 (P = 4.8h)
is outcome : 
Helium star +
compact star

Van Kerkwijk et al.
(1992, Nature): 
UKIRT IR-spectra:
Companion of 
Cyg X-3 is WR Star 
= Helium star
(≥  8 Mʘ for WR
star, type WN4/5)

Considered
as most likely
outcome, due
to Shakura&
Sunyaev 1973:

Roche-lobe overflow



He I             He I              He II   HeI
The He I lines
during outburst
suggest WN7 

In quiescence:
WN4-5, which
corresponds to
WN mass
at least 10 Msun

(Fender et al. 1999
MNRAS 308,473)



Cyg X-3, one of the most spectacular X-ray sources in our
Galaxy

Giant Radio outbursts September 2-11 and 18-25 1972: for a few weeks
the brightest radio source in the sky. 

AN ENTIRE VOLUME OF NATURE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
(VOL.239, OCTOBER 1972) WAS DEVOTED TO CYG X-3

The radio spectral evolution exactly resembled that of a quasar outburst:
expanding bubble of highly relativistic electrons +magnetic fields.
(Hjellming and collaborators, 3 Nature papers october 1972)

Becklin et al. (Nature Phys.Sc. 239, 130) discovered its huge IR radiation

From HI absorption: behind 3 spiral arms: d ~ 10 kpc in gal. plane



Cyg X-3  X-ray lightcurve by
RXTE; Phase 0.0: Compact 
star behind WR star;
X-rays scattered around in 
WR wind.   

Gamma Rays are due to jets

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCM6q6syExMcCFYnNFAodyiMAZQ&url=http://www.sciencemag.org/content/326/5959/1512/F3.expansion.html&ei=2kTcVc7VDImbU8rHgKgG&psig=AFQjCNG3ILuSaRwWcjbBQ5NuPp00HRBwFQ&ust=1440585292208628�


The Wolf-Rayet X-ray Binaries and M33 X-7
(N.B.: Wolf-Rayet stars are Helium stars)

______________________________________________________________________
Name             P(orb)     LX LIR MWR Maccr Reference

(ergs/s)    (erg/s)     (Msun)          (Msun)  
_________________________________________________________________

Cyg X-3            4.8h     10            3x10          8-12                ?               Hanson et al.(2000ApJ)
IC 10 X-1        34.4h 10                            32.7(2.6)      23.1(2.1)?   Silverman & Filippenko

(2008ApJ)
NGC 300 X-1  32.3h 1,5.10                       15 (3)            14.5(2.5)?   Carpano et al.(2007ApJ)

(if half  opt. continuum from WR)
NGC 253 CX- 14.5h ~ 10                              ?                       ?           Maccarone e.a.(2014 MN)

NGC 4490 CX- 6.4 h    ~ 10                                 ?                         ?           Esposito et al. (2015 MN)
Circinus CG X-1  7.2h     ~ 10                                 ?                         ?           Esposito et al. (2015 MN)  
___________________________________________________________________________
M33 X-7         3.45d                               MO =70(6.9)     15.65(1.45) Orosz et al. (2007Nature)
(O7-8III)

__________________________________________________________________
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All the external galaxies have low metallicity:  0.1 to 0.3  solar
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X-ray lightcurve of 
CG X-1 is quite similar to
that of Cyg X-3:
Produced by scattering
in dense WR wind.
P= 7.2 hours



The problem of the missing WR stars

- If indeed all HMXBs produce WR X-ray Binaries, one would, since WR 
stars live  ~  400 000 years, and HMXBs live less than ~100 000 years, 
expect a large number of WR X-ray Binaries in the Galaxy.

- But: we know only ONE:  Cygnus  X-3

- Important  point: only He-stars more massive than ~ 10 (± 2) Msun show 
WR spectrum (Crowther, 2007, Annual Rev. A&A, masses from   
spectroscopic binaries).

- Our and Tutukov & Yungelson’s original idea: all Helium    
stars >  3-4 Msun are WR stars: too simplistic



Common Envelope evolution



Numerical hydrodynamic calculations of CE by Terman (1994, see
Taam ,1996), for donor stars with convective envelopes, and dense
He-exhausted cores, yields:  

αCE.λ ~  0.3 to 0.5; further: rL ~ 0.5.

For example, with Mdonor = 20, Mcore = 6, M1 = 1.4, αCE.λ = 0.5
one obtains: af /ai = 1/270, leading to survival only for P ≥ 2 years
(af > 2,5Rsun).

However, if the core is still He-burning, the density profile of the
envelope makes value of  (αCE.λ)  much smaller and CE leads to merger. 

αCE.

Orbital change in CE Evolution (Webbink 1984 formalism; see
also Taam 1996, and Taam and Sandquist, 2000, Ann. Rev. A&A): 



Scenario for making a WR XRB  and double BH through CE-Evolution 
(Bogomazov 2014, Astron.Rep.), using “Scenario Machine” PopSynProgr. 

M2    a(Rsun)  t(Myr)  e
HMXB

CE- Evol.

WR-XRB



But SS 433 (Micro Quasar) tells us:  CEE  is not the whole story

A7Ib donor fills Roche lobe Precessing disk , jets:  v =0.265c
Orbital period 13.1 d  Mdot(jets)> 10     Msun/yr (neutral H)
Stable mass transfer by Roche-overflow                                                                                                                 
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Huge Disk: 30 000 Lsun

Donor: 12.3 (±3.3) Msun

L= 3800 Lsun

(Hillwig & Gies, 2008)

Accretor: 4.3 (±0.8)Msun

Total mass transfer rate is 10² times that in beams: 10    Msun/yr-4   







Westerhout 50, the”beam bag” produced by the precessing beams
and disk-wind of SS433: The beams have been going on for many
thousands of yrs.



If the donor star has a radiative envelope, then even for

(1973)
CCConsider for this the

Andrew King (2014), after King,Taam and Begelman, ApJL (2000):



From King, 2014

Spherization radius (inside disc)
most matter is expelled here,
as local Lrad (accr) = LEdd

plane



, as here local Lrad = Ledd )

From King, 2014

(Shakura and Sunyaev 1973)

plane

X

,perpendicular to disc)



Additional condition for stability of Roche-lobe overflow from
a radiative envelope (not realized by King et al. 2000):

Roche-lobe overflow from a radiative envelope becomes unstable
when the mass ratio of Donor star and Compact star

q = Mdonor/Mcompact >  qcrit ~ 3.5

This follows from binary evolution calculations of Tout et al. (1997), 
Tauris et al. (2000) and Hurley et al. (2000).

CONCLUSION: Roche-lobe overflow from donor with radiative envelope
for  q < 3.5 is stable, and leads to spiral-in by “SS433-type” mass transfer
followed by mass loss from vicinity of compact star.   



The nature of the companion of SS433:

A7I Supergiant companion (Hillwig & Gies 2008): Teff =8500K, 
R= Roche-lobe with Porb = 13,1 d  gives L ~ 3800 Lsun.

This fits with M = 12.3 (± 3.3) Msun . Mcompact = 4.3 (±0.8)Msun.  The 
initial mass of the donor was probably 14 -15Msun

Donor mass and orbital period resemble a Be/X-ray binary progenitor, 
although the mass of the compact star is too large for a neutron star:

It must be a black hole (Nauenberg & Chapline 1973; Kalogera and
Baym 1996). 

The > 200 known Be/X-ray binaries in Galaxy all have NS accretors.
SS433 had therefore a very rare type of Be/X-binary progenitor



At very high mass transfer rates, if over 99.9 per cent of  the
transferred mass lost from the disc of the compact star (as is the
case in SS433) one has  β = 1  (β= fraction of transferred matter that 
is ejected from vicinity of compact star; (1- β) = amount accreted).

In that case, one simply has (e.g. Soberman et al.,  1997): 

a/aO = [(qO + 1)/(q + 1)](qO /q)² .exp (– 2(qO - q))              (A)

and:

P/PO = [(qO +1)/(q + 1)]² (qO /q)³. exp (- 3(qO - q))            (B) 



Supergiant HMXBs with a neutron star accretor (1.4 Msun) will
always merge:



Systems with a BH accretor with mass ~ 10Msun will survive:
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Cygnus X-1 evolution

Evolution with Roche overflow and mass loss from disk of BH

P(d)

Mdonor (solar masses)

Mdonor =19.2 (Orosz et al.2011 ApJ)

MBH = 14.8
Mcore= 11.6
Porb = 5,6 d

Core mass of donor
derived from Ldonor

which indicates
initial mass 30Msun

Initial period 7,5 d,
Final period 8,5 d
Present system near
minimum period!
(Is this reason for
present stability
of the mass transfer?)

With “standard” CE evolution and (αCE.λ) = 0.3, P(final) = 3,26h
and a(final) = 3.33Rsun; Roche lobe WR star = 1,2Rsun, is just possible



Conditions for survival of SS433-
like spiral-in by stable Roche-
lobe overflow, and of CEE  
with a 5 and  a 10 Msun black 
hole companion, as a function 
of initial donor mass. 

We used the rotating evolutionary 
models of Ekström et al. (2012).
For Teff > 8100 K envelopes were 
assumed to be radiative.

Above the blue curves envelopes
of donors are convective and 
CEE is unavoidable. 



The same with a 15 Msun

black hole companion:

All systems in the blue 
region spiral-in by stable
Roche-lobe overflow

Calculated future evolution of 7 well-observed galactic WR+O binaries,
based on “Conti-scenario”:  WN           WC/WO         Collapse :

3 more WR+O systems evolve to periods similar to WR 42 and WR 47.



Problem: still too many WR X-ray binaries are produced:

- Galactic Nr. of WR stars: 1200 (± 200) (Rosslowe and Crowther, 2015),
~ 80 (O+WR) double-lined spectroscopic binaries with
orbital periods suitable to make WR X-binaries. Half of these will have
short orbital periods < 2 days.

- 40 short-period WR X-ray  systems expected in a steady state of star 
formation, in the Galaxy (first and second WR phase: equal durations)

- WR X-binary X-ray luminosity (:)  Vw . a    , where Vw = wind velocity
near the orbit, and a = orbital radius. 
In Cyg X-3 the compact star in low-velocity part of wind: very high Lx .   
If orbital period > 1 day, Lx easily 100 to 1000 times lower. 

- Still: unlikely > 10 short-P WR X-binaries in Galaxy, without being 
found within 5 kpc from Sun. 

-4    -2



Possible solutions of high birthrate 
problem

• Perhaps half of massive star core collapses give neutron stars 
(Sukhbold et al 2016). Systems with NSs will coalesce.   And:

• Perhaps q-limit for  massive binaries is lower than 3.5.  (What does 
Fe-bump convection do to radiative envelope?) If limit is 3, only one 
short-period system in the Table remains (the CE product of WR11):  
factor 5 reduction of predicted 40 systems.

• Combined expected Galactic number then reduced by factor 10: 4 
short-P WR X-ray  systems.

• If in half of these, second SN would produce a BH: formation rate of 
close double BHs from these systems:  2 in 400 000 years.

(with just Cyg X-3 in our Galaxy, and the 5 other WR-BH systems, the 
predicted LIGO detection rate of BH+BH mergers from the observed WR 
-X systems is ~ 16 events per year (cf. Belczynski et a. 2013,
Maccarone et al. 2014, Esposito et al. 2015) 



Conclusions:
- If Donor star has radiative envelope, HMXB can survive Roche-lobe

overflow and produce a Wolf-Rayet X-ray binary (that is: 
with MHe > 8Msun) if compact star is sufficiently massive, ≥ 5-10 Msun.

- If the compact star is ~ 1,4 Msun Neutron star, O,B-HMXBs will merge,
(unless orbital period > several years: Be/X-binaries)

- Only HMXBs with Black Hole accretors will produce WR X-ray
Binaries.  (So: Cyg X-3 must harbor a Black Hole).

- The same is still true if the WR X-ray binary formed by CE Evolution.

- The galactic formation rate of close double BHs originating from
WR X-ray binaries is of order 10    per year.-5



A possible X-ray binary in the phase of 
CE evolution:  IRG 16318-4848



Highly Obscured source:
IGRJ16318-4848

• 1st source discovered by 
INTEGRAL (Walter et al. 
2003); bright IR counterpart

• Unusual absorption Av=17 
mag, 100x>IS, but 100x<X

• NIR spectrum: 
stratified/complex 
circumstellar envelope, 
wind...

• Luminous sgB[e] star, HMXB, 
~106L☼, > 20M☼, 22200K, 
20R☼=0.1au

Filliatre & Chaty 2004
Slide: courtesy  Chaty



Filliatre and Chaty 2004

IGRJ16318-4848



ESO NTT                                   VLT-VISIR

Spitzer

Mid-IR excess

• Extremely obscured Source:
What is origin of the large 
absorption?

• VLT Observations: Large MIR 
excess (Tdust =1100 K, Rdust =
12 R* = 240Rsun ~ 1 AU) + 
strong Si, PAH em. Lines

(Chaty and Rahoui, 2010)

• If a NS orbiting in 10 days a 
~20 Msun star, then a ~50 Rsun

Dust cocoon (or disk?)enshrouds 
the entire binary system

Is this begin of CE phase of HMXB?
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